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Abstract

It has been widely reported that the anxiolytic efficacy of benzodiazepines in the elevated plus-maze test is abolished in subjects (rats or
mice) that have been given a single prior undrugged experience of the test apparatus. The present series of experiments was designed to
further characterise the key experiential determinants of this intriguing phenomenon in Swiss Webster mice. Using a standard 5 min test
duration for both trials, Experiment 1 confirmed the anxiolytic efficacy of chlordiazepoxide (CDP; 5–20 mg/kg) in mice naive to the plus-
maze, but a virtual elimination of drug effects in animals that had been pre-exposed to the maze 24 h earlier. Experiments 2 and 3
demonstrated that, while extending the duration of initial exposure to 10 min did not prevent the loss of CDP (10 mg/kg) efficacy in a
standard-duration second trial, increasing the duration of both trials reinstated an anxiolytic profile for the compound. Finally, although trial 1
confinement to an open arm did not compromise CDP efficacy when animals were subsequently allowed to freely explore the maze
(Experiment 4), closed arm confinement during initial exposure abolished the drug’s anxiolytic action upon retest (Experiment 5). In contrast
to previous findings in rats, these data suggest that the experientially induced loss of benzodiazepine efficacy in the mouse plus-maze depends
rather critically upon prior discovery and exploration of relatively safe areas of the maze (i.e. closed arms). Results are discussed in relation to
the hypothesis that the absence of an anxiolytic response to benzodiazepines in plus-maze-experienced subjects reflects the acquisition of an
open arm phobia during trial 1.q 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The elevated plus-maze is currently one of the most
widely used animal models for the study of drug effects
on anxiety [1,2]. The test is based largely on the natural
aversion of rodents to open spaces [3,4] and has been vali-
dated for rats [5] and mice [6]. Although traditional open
arm avoidance measures remain the primary indices of anxi-
ety in this model [5,7], more recent research has revealed
additional dimensions to plus-maze behaviour patterns.
These dimensions, which include locomotor activity, deci-
sion-making, risk assessment, vertical activity and directed
exploration (e.g. Refs. [3,6,8–13]), not only facilitate
detailed behavioural description but also permit comprehen-
sive drug profiling in one and the same test situation [14].
Importantly, while test-naive subjects are routinely used in
this paradigm [1,15], considerable attention has recently
been directed to the effects of prior test experience on

behavioural and pharmacological response patterns in the
plus-maze. This work suggests that, in a manner similar to
the effects of prior stress on plus-maze responding (e.g.
Refs. [16–18]), prior exposure to the maze itself can
increase baseline anxiety and abolish anxiolytic responses
to benzodiazepines.

Contrary to early findings of stable test–retest profiles
[5,6,19], a growing body of evidence indicates that a single
prior undrugged experience of the plus-maze can lead to
increased open arm avoidance upon retest (e.g. Refs.
[3,4,11,20–31]). Other works have shown that this
enhanced open arm avoidance develops independently of
extra-maze cues [27], is evident by the second minute of
trial 1 [28,31], and may even be exacerbated with further
retesting [4,11]. This experientially induced shift in beha-
vioural baseline has generally been interpreted as reflecting
an enhancement or sensitisation of anxiety (e.g. Refs.
[4,26]), a view supported by the failure of plasma cortico-
sterone levels to habituate across trials [32,33] and a
between-trials increase in defaecation scores (Holmes,
unpublished observations). Furthermore, despite sugges-
tions that the retest profile can simply be accounted for by
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locomotor habituation (e.g. Ref. [21]), several studies have
shown that locomotor activity (as measured by the validated
index of closed arm entries; e.g. Refs. [6,8,10,13]) either
remains unaltered or is somewhat increased on retest
[11,22,23,28].

Several lines of research now strongly support the view
[26,29] that prior test experience not only increases baseline
open arm avoidance but fundamentally alters the nature of
the emotional response to the plus-maze. For example, the
primary indices of anxiety from trials 1 and 2 load on inde-
pendent factors (e.g. Refs. [11,34,35]). Even more intrigu-
ingly, the anxiolytic efficacy of benzodiazepines is either
markedly reduced or abolished by prior maze experience
(e.g. Refs. [6,26,29,36]). This phenomenon, initially termed
‘one trial tolerance’ [19], has been found to be largely inde-
pendent of drug state on trial 1, the material from which the
maze is constructed, and the specific inter-test interval
employed [6,19,22,26,36]. Such findings have led to the
proposal that trial 2 on the plus-maze represents the expres-
sion of a phobic-like fear of the open arms acquired during
initial exposure [35,37]. This intuitively appealing hypoth-
esis would be consistent with limited utility of benzodiaze-
pines in the clinical management of phobic states [38,39],
and receives empirical support from the following observa-
tions: naive animals show a stronger emotional response to
forced open (vs. closed) arm exposure [5], open arm aver-
sion develops rapidly during initial exposure [11,13,28],
open arm experience during trial 1 seems to be of crucial
importance to the loss of benzodiazepine efficacy on retest
[19], and prolonging test duration leads to a reinstatement of
benzodiazepine anxiolysis on retest [35,40,41]. Although
the latter finding has been attributed to an extinction of
the open arm phobia arising from prolonged maze exposure
[35,37], there appear to be a number of problems with this
interpretation. For example, 30 min confinement to an open
arm over three successive days fails to prevent the marked
reduction in open arm activity when rats are subsequently
permitted to freely explore the maze [4], daily placement of
mice on an open arm results in progressively shorter escape
latencies [42] and, perhaps most awkwardly, 20 min
confinement of rats to a closed arm immediately prior test-
ing markedly reduces the anxiolytic efficacy of chlordiazep-
oxide, an effect not observed following open arm
confinement [16].

The aim of the present series of experiments was to
further characterise the loss of benzodiazepine anxiolysis
in mice previously exposed to the plus-maze. Experiment
1 addresses the question as to whether prior maze
experience eliminates or merely reduces the anxiolytic
response to chlordiazepoxide. Experiments 2 and 3
examine whether longer exposure to the maze leads to
a full reinstatement of chlordiazepoxide’s anxiolytic
action. Finally, Experiments 4 and 5 assess whether prior
open arm experience is indeed the critical feature of trial
1 that leads to a loss of chlordiazepoxide anxiolysis on
retest.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Subjects were 11–12-week-old male Swiss–Webster
mice (Bantin & Kingman, Hull, UK), housed in groups of
10 (cage size: 45× 28× 13× cm3) for at least seven weeks
prior to testing. They were maintained in a temperature
�21^ 18C� and humidity �50^ 5%� controlled environ-
ment in which a 12 h reversed light cycle was operative
(lights off at 7 h). Food and drinking water were freely
available except during brief test periods. Prior to initial
plus-maze exposure, all the animals were experimentally
naive and had been handled only for the purpose of routine
husbandry.

2.2. Drugs

Chlordiazepoxide hydrochloride (CDP; Sigma, UK) was
dissolved in physiological saline which, alone, served as a
vehicle control. Solutions were freshly prepared and admi-
nistered intraperitoneally (10 ml/kg) 30 min prior to testing.

2.3. Apparatus and general procedure

The elevated plus-maze comprised two open arms�30×
5 × 0:25 3� and two closed arms�30× 5 × 15 3� that
extended from a common central platform�5 × 5 2�: The
apparatus was constructed from Plexiglas (black floor,
clear walls) and elevated to a height of 60 cm above floor
level. Open arm exploration was encouraged by the inclu-
sion of a slight raised edge (0.25 cm) around their perimeter,
and by testing under dim red light (4× 60 W; indirect). All
the testing was conducted during the early-mid dark phase
of the LD cycle, i.e. 1000–1500 h [11,43].

On test days, animals were transported to the dimly illu-
minated laboratory and left undisturbed for at least 1 h prior
to testing. For standard plus-maze exposure (see details of
individual experiments for exceptions to this protocol), mice
were individually placed on the central platform facing an
open arm and allowed to freely explore the maze for 5 min.
Between subjects, the maze was thoroughly cleaned with
wet and dry cloths. All the sessions were video-recorded
by a camera (positioned above and at ca. 508 to the maze)
linked to a monitor and VCR in the adjacent laboratory and,
to avoid unnecessary distractions, the experimenters
retreated to this location during testing. Following initial
exposure to the maze, animals in ‘retest’ conditions were
tail-marked for identification, immediately returned to their
home-cages, and subsequently re-exposed to the maze 24 h
later. Five experiments were conducted.

2.3.1. Experiment 1
Among the 143 mice used, 69 were maze-naive while 74

had been pre-exposed undrugged to the plus-maze 24 h
earlier �trial 1� 5 min�: Within each group, animals were
randomly allocated to treatment condition (saline, 5, 10 or
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20 mg/kg CDP;n� 17–18�) and exposed to the maze
(5 min) in an order counterbalanced for test-experience
and drug treatment.

2.3.2. Experiment 2
Forty-eight mice were randomly assigned to two groups,

one of which received a standard 5 min trial 1 exposure to
the plus-maze, while the other received an extended 10 min
trial 1 exposure. After 24 h, mice within each of these
groups were randomly allocated to treatment condition
(saline or 10 mg/kg CDP;n� 12) and re-exposed to the
plus-maze for a standard 5 min trial 2; re-exposure was
conducted in an order counterbalanced for drug treatment
and trial 1 duration.

2.3.3. Experiment 3
Here, 48 mice were used, of which half had been pre-

exposed for 10 min to the maze 24 h earlier (trial 1), while
the other half were maze-naive. Within both groups, mice
were randomly allocated to saline or 10 mg/kg CDP treat-
ment conditions�n� 12� and re-exposed to the plus-maze
for an extended trial 2 (10 min); testing was conducted in an

order counterbalanced for drug treatment and maze-
experience.

2.3.4. Experiments 4 and 5
In each experiment, 48 mice were randomly assigned to

two groups. In trial 1, one of these groups was allowed to
freely explore the plus-maze for 5 min while the other was
confined either to an open (Experiment 4) or closed (Experi-
ment 5) arm for the same period. Confinement was achieved
by placing a temporary barrier of clear Plexiglas at the
junction of the relevant arm and the centre platform, and
commenced with the placement of the subject at the distal
end of the arm facing the centre platform. After 24 h (trial
2), mice within both groups were randomly allocated to
saline or 10 mg/kg CDP treatment conditions�n� 12� and
allowed to freely explore the plus-maze for 5 min: re-expo-
sure occurred in an order counterbalanced for drug treat-
ment and trial 1 confinement.

2.4. Behavioural analysis

Videotapes were scored blind by a highly trained obser-
ver (intrarater reliability$ 0.9) using ethological software
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Table 1
The effects of chlordiazepoxide (5–20 mg/kg) on plus-maze behaviour in maze-naive and maze-experienced mice�n� 17–18�: *** p , 0:001; ** p , 0:01;
*p , 0:05 vs. vehicle;

†††

p , 0:001 vs. same dose/naive

Maze-naive Vehicle 5 mg/kg 10 mg/kg 20 mg/kg
Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM

Total entries 18.24̂ 1.39 *28.44^ 2.33 ***31.76^ 2.22 21.00̂ 3.41
Open entries 4.65̂ 1.14 12.50̂ 2.25 ***16.29^ 2.75 9.53̂ 2.43
Closed entries 13.59̂ 1.11 15.94̂ 0.99 15.47̂ 1.29 11.47̂ 2.02
% Open entries 22.74̂ 4.98 39.90̂ 4.90 *47.37^ 5.40 *44.95^ 7.07
% Open time 12.99̂ 3.03 24.88̂ 4.07 29.52̂ 4.44 ***49.50^ 8.51
% Closed time 28.37̂ 2.68 25.37̂ 1.90 25.68̂ 2.77 25.53̂ 6.05
% Centre time 58.64̂ 2.96 49.75̂ 3.41 44.79̂ 3.34 ***24.97^ 3.85
Immobility (s) 0.00^ 0.00 0.00̂ 0.00 0.00̂ 0.00 64.46̂ 16.75
Rear frequency 9.06̂ 1.68 13.78̂ 2.18 12.12̂ 2.43 9.76̂ 2.71
Rear duration (s) 5.75̂ 1.34 7.48̂ 1.31 7.18̂ 1.52 5.60̂ 1.79
Head-dips 20.59̂ 1.85 **35.17^ 4.01 29.12̂ 4.89 17.06̂ 2.04
% Protected head-dips 85.01̂4.10 60.31̂ 6.49 **53.70^ 6.25 ***42.03^ 8.33
SAPs 44.24̂ 2.37 45.22̂ 3.08 37.18̂ 2.89 ***23.82^ 3.79
% Protected SAPs 89.87̂ 3.10 68.31̂ 6.29 68.27̂ 5.99 ***54.60^ 8.12
Grooming (s) 0.81̂ 0.57 4.59̂ 1.88 8.16̂ 0.97 7.73̂ 2.97
Maze-experienced
Total entries 20.05̂ 1.25 25.65̂ 1.34 28.17̂ 2.50 21.81̂ 2.41
Open entries 5.71̂ 0.83 8.50̂ 1.25 12.89̂ 2.41 8.38̂ 2.13
Closed entries 14.33̂ 0.91 17.15̂ 1.04 15.28̂ 1.38 13.44̂ 1.65
% Open entries 26.75̂ 3.43 31.85̂ 3.55 39.78̂ 5.76 33.80̂ 6.78
% Open time 13.49̂ 1.77 15.53̂ 1.90 23.53̂ 4.62 †††19.74^ 5.67
% Closed time 40.56̂ 3.73 33.63̂ 2.71 *24.14^ 2.77 33.98̂ 4.89
% Centre time 45.94̂ 2.76 50.84̂ 2.44 52.33̂ 4.34 †††46.27^ 6.16
Immobility (s) 0.00^ 0.00 0.00̂ 0.00 0.00̂ 0.00 **34.76^ 9.92
Rear frequency 11.14̂ 1.91 14.15̂ 1.95 9.11̂ 2.05 6.06̂ 1.59
Rear duration (s) 8.79̂ 1.88 10.25̂ 1.71 4.76̂ 1.23 3.44̂ 0.88
Head-dips 11.48̂ 2.55 †††10.05^ 1.47 22.22̂ 3.89 13.06̂ 2.92
% Protected head-dips 81.59̂4.10 79.86̂ 4.68 67.33̂ 6.88 63.14̂ 8.74
SAPs 39.38̂ 2.89 35.10̂ 2.82 36.72̂ 3.08 ***19.38^ 2.06
% Protected SAPs 88.84̂ 1.79 81.49̂ 2.50 71.19̂ 6.34 70.21̂ 7.48
Grooming (s) 5.83̂ 1.92 12.33̂ 2.82 8.78̂ 3.85 18.28̂ 7.39



(“Hindsight”; [44]). Behavioural parameters comprised
both conventional spatiotemporal and more recently devel-
oped ethological measures [18,43]. Conventional measures
were the frequencies of total, open and closed entries
�arm entry� all four paws into an arm�; % open entries
��open=total� × 100�; and % time spent in open, closed and
central parts of the maze (e.g. (time open/session duration)×
100). Ethological measures comprised frequency scores for
rearing (vertical movement against the side and/or end of
the walls; N.B. mice very rarely exhibit unsupported rear-
ing), head-dipping (exploratory movement of head/
shoulders over the side of the maze) and stretched-attend
postures (SAP: exploratory posture in which the body is
stretched forward then retracted to the original position
without any forward locomotion), as well as total duration
scores in seconds for immobility, rearing and grooming
(licking, scratching and washing of the head and body). In
view of the importance of thigmotactic cues to rodent
exploration in the plus-maze [4], head-dipping and SAP
were also differentiated as a function of their occurrence
in different parts of the maze. Thus, the closed arms and
centre platform were designated as “protected” areas (i.e.
offering relative security) and the “percent protected” scores
for head-dipping and SAP calculated as the percentage of
these behaviours displayed in or from the protected areas
(e.g.�protected SAP=total SAP� × 100�.

2.5. Statistics

Data were subjected to two-factor analysis of variance
(ANOVA): Experiment 1 (drug treatment and maze-experi-
ence); Experiment 2 (drug treatment and trial 1 duration);
Experiment 3: (drug treatment and extended maze-experi-
ence); Experiments 4 and 5 (drug treatment and trial 1

experience). Further comparisons were performed using
Newman–Keuls post hoc tests.

2.6. Ethics

This work was licenced by the Home Office under the
Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.

3. Results

3.1. Experiment 1

Dose–response effects for CDP in maze-naive and maze-
experienced mice (standard 5 min trials) are summarised in
Table 1. ANOVA revealed significant drug× maze-experi-
ence interactions for % open time, % centre time and total
head-dips (allF�3;135� $ 4:04; p , 0:01�: Further analy-
sis indicated that CDP significantly altered these measures
only in maze-naive subjects, with increases in % open time
(20 mg/kg) and head-dips (5 mg/kg), and a decrease in %
centre time (20 mg/kg). It is also noteworthy that, at these
doses, scores for % open time and head-dips were signifi-
cantly lower, and % centre time higher, in maze-experi-
enced mice compared to maze-naive counterparts. With
the sole exception of % closed time, significant main effects
for CDP were found for all other measures (allF�3;135� $
2:76; p , 0:05; except % protected head-dips:F�3;133� �
8:40; p , 0:001�: Further analysis indicated that CDP
significantly increased total entries (5 and 10 mg/kg), open
entries (10 mg/kg) and % open entries (10 and 20 mg/kg)
and decreased the % protected forms of SAPs (20 mg/kg)
and head-dips (10 and 20 mg/kg) in maze-naive mice only.
In contrast, total SAPs were decreased at 20 mg/kg CDP
regardless of prior maze experience. While this dose also
substantially increased immobility in both main conditions
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Table 2
The effects of chlordiazepoxide (10 mg/kg) on plus-maze behaviour in mice previously exposed to the maze for either 5 or 10 min�n� 12�: *** p , 0:001;
*p , 0:05 vs. vehicle/same trial 1 duration;††p , 0:01 vs. vehicle/trial 1� 5 min

Trial 1� 5 min Trial 1� 10 min

Vehicle CDP (10 mg/kg) Vehicle CDP (10 mg/kg)
Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM

Total entries 14.25̂ 1.48 ***25.67^ 2.45 18.25̂ 1.95 *23.92^ 1.76
Open entries 4.92̂ 1.12 7.92̂ 1.79 5.42̂ 1.39 7.67̂ 1.53
Closed entries 9.33̂ 0.96 ***17.75^ 2.19 12.83̂ 1.48 16.25̂ 0.91
% Open entries 31.77̂ 5.65 29.50̂ 5.77 26.28̂ 6.42 29.65̂ 4.55
% Open time 13.04̂ 2.74 12.50̂ 2.89 13.32̂ 3.34 12.09̂ 2.29
% Closed time 34.99̂ 5.06 34.17̂ 4.33 39.35̂ 4.59 33.53̂ 3.12
% Centre time 51.97̂ 3.77 53.33̂ 3.96 47.33̂ 3.40 54.38̂ 3.31
Rear frequency 4.17̂ 1.00 6.83̂ 2.46 ††13.42^ 2.40 10.42̂ 1.84
Rear duration (s) 2.48̂ 0.85 4.93̂ 2.56 ††11.50^ 2.50 8.07̂ 1.58
Head-dips 9.58̂ 3.08 8.58̂ 1.69 9.58̂ 1.70 8.75̂ 1.51
% Protected head-dips 89.47̂4.02 90.68̂ 4.55 84.46̂ 4.71 82.78̂ 6.22
SAPs 14.42̂ 2.21 12.25̂ 2.02 14.58̂ 1.33 13.83̂ 1.29
% Protected SAPs 93.09̂ 2.86 93.47̂ 2.97 94.59̂ 2.09 95.87̂ 1.65
Grooming (s) 19.49̂ 6.07 16.44̂ 4.03 13.69̂ 5.58 17.60̂ 2.70



(from zero baseline), the effect was statistically reliable only
in maze-experienced animals. Significant main effects for
maze-experience were found for % closed time, % protected
head-dips, total SAPs, % protected SAPs and grooming
(all F�1; 135� $ 4:21; p , 0:05; except % protected
head-dips:F�1;133� � 8:50; p , 0:01)). Levels of groom-
ing as well as the % protected forms of both head-dips and
SAPs were generally higher in maze-experienced animals,
with no apparent treatment-related differences. The
same experiential pattern was also evident for % closed
time except at 10 mg/kg, where maze-experienced mice
exhibited significantly lower scores relative to saline
control.

3.2. Experiment 2

The effects of CDP as a function of trial 1 duration (5 vs.
10 min) are shown in Table 2. ANOVA failed to identify
any significant interactions, indicating that the effects of
CDP (10 mg/kg) on trial 2 behaviour were not significantly
affected by the duration of trial 1. Although drug treatment
did not influence any anxiety-related measures, main effects
of CDP were found for total and closed entries (both
F�1; 44� $ 16:03; p , 0:001� with drug treatment increas-
ing total entries in both experiential conditions, but increas-
ing closed entries only in the standard trial 1 condition.
ANOVA also revealed significant main effects for trial 1
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Table 3
The effects of chlordiazepoxide (10 mg/kg) on plus-maze behaviour in maze-naive and maze-experienced mice, using a 10 min duration for both trials�n�
12�: *** p , 0:001; ** p , 0:01; *p , 0:05 vs. vehicle/same maze-experience;†††p , 0:001; ††p , 0:01; †p , 0:05 vs. same dose/naive

Maze-naive Maze-experienced

Vehicle CDP (10 mg/kg) Vehicle CDP (10 mg/kg)
Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM

Total entries 33.75̂ 2.91 ***54.58^ 5.42 30.50̂ 3.32 ***53.92^ 4.60
Open entries 10.42̂ 1.90 ***27.33^ 4.60 5.75̂ 1.54 ***22.42^ 3.03
Closed entries 23.33̂ 1.84 27.25̂ 3.12 24.75̂ 2.46 31.50̂ 2.66
% Open entries 29.32̂ 4.05 **46.53^ 5.33 †17.35^ 3.07 ***40.36^ 3.83
% Open time 17.29̂ 2.68 27.73̂ 4.95 †7.43^ 2.11 *20.02^ 2.65
% Closed time 29.98̂ 2.43 **18.71^ 2.81 †††46.46^ 3.71 ††***31.86 ^ 3.34
% Centre time 52.72̂ 2.34 54.55̂ 5.82 46.11̂ 3.12 48.13̂ 3.09
Rear frequency 25.33̂ 4.17 23.92̂ 4.60 32.75̂ 5.71 28.25̂ 3.35
Rear duration (s) 18.73̂ 3.49 13.12̂ 2.31 †33.52^ 6.95 *0.93^ 2.81
Head-dips 30.67̂ 2.82 ***50.58^ 4.71 †††13.17^ 2.38 †††*23.17^ 3.92
% Protected head-dips 82.02̂3.36 *66.32^ 5.79 †93.94^ 2.75 **74.17^ 4.47
SAPs 24.92̂ 1.11 21.17̂ 2.30 24.00̂ 2.27 **15.00^ 2.03
% Protected SAPs 81.29̂ 4.11 65.61̂ 7.44 91.69̂ 2.58 *73.20^ 4.84
Grooming (s) 15.71̂ 7.16 10.74̂ 2.47 †51.24^ 14.12 †††71.09^ 13.16

Table 4
The effects of chlordiazepoxide (10 mg/kg) on plus-maze behaviour in mice that had either been allowed free exploration of the maze on trial 1 or had been
confined to an open arm�n� 12�: *** p , 0:001; ** p , 0:01; *p , 0:05 vs. vehicle/same trial 1 experience;†††p , 0:001; †p , 0:05 vs. same dose/trial 1�
free exploration

Trial 1� free exploration Trial 1� open confinement

Vehicle CDP (10 mg/kg) Vehicle CDP (10 mg/kg)
Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM

Total entries 18.75̂ 1.80 22.58̂ 2.17 17.92̂ 1.17 †***36.50 ^ 1.86
Open entries 6.42̂ 1.01 7.50̂ 1.72 6.17̂ 0.61 †††***18.00 ^ 2.34
Closed entries 12.33̂ 1.25 15.08̂ 1.66 11.75̂ 0.92 **18.50^ 1.55
% Open entries 33.89̂ 3.29 31.25̂ 5.59 34.30̂ 2.91 †*48.19^ 4.70
% Open time 13.44̂ 2.03 14.79̂ 3.30 22.91̂ 3.13 †††37.19^ 3.03
% Closed time 30.45̂ 2.64 30.12̂ 4.72 29.27̂ 2.86 28.65̂ 1.67
% Centre time 56.11̂ 4.09 55.09̂ 4.79 47.82̂ 3.42 †††*34.16^ 2.78
Rear frequency 14.42̂ 2.83 9.00̂ 3.51 5.67̂ 1.56 6.42̂ 1.14
Rear duration (s) 12.08̂ 3.49 *5.33^ 2.16 †3.97^ 1.58 3.42̂ 0.64
Head-dips 10.00̂ 1.44 8.33̂ 2.15 7.33̂ 1.25 6.42̂ 1.40
% Protected head-dips 87.34̂3.62 86.65̂ 4.82 82.21̂ 6.38 †*61.62^ 7.94
SAPs 17.42̂ 1.31 ***7.67 ^ 1.05 †††11.92^ 1.55 ***4.67 ^ 0.96
% Protected SAPs 87.58̂ 2.91 88.16̂ 4.43 78.96̂ 5.00 †*56.15^ 11.87
Grooming (s) 6.01̂ 1.67 11.73̂ 3.59 6.59̂ 4.10 2.93̂ 1.39



duration on rearing (frequency and duration:F�1; 44� $
9:22; p , 0:001� : both parameters were significantly
higher in vehicle-treated mice that had been exposed to an
extended trial 1 than similarly treated mice exposed to a
standard duration trial 1.

3.3. Experiment 3

The effects of extended plus-maze exposure
�trial duration� 10 min� on anxiolytic response to CDP
(10 mg/kg) in maze-naive and maze-experienced mice are
summarised in Table 3. ANOVA failed to yield any signifi-
cant interactions, suggesting (in marked contrast to the
results of Experiment 1) that prior maze experience does
not affect responses to CDP when the duration of both trials
is increased to 10 min. Main effects of CDP were found for
all measures other than % centre time and rear frequency
(all F�1;44� $ 4:33; p , 0:05�: Newman–Keuls analyses
indicated that, irrespective of prior maze experience, total
entries, open entries, % open entries and head-dips were all
increased by CDP while % closed time and % protected
head-dips were decreased. However, while CDP-induced
changes were also evident for % open time and rear duration
(increased), as well as total SAPs and % protected SAPs
(decreased), these effects were statistically reliable only in
maze-experienced subjects. Main effects of maze experi-
ence were found for % open entries, % open time, % closed
time, supported rears (duration), head-dips, % protected
head-dips and grooming (allF�1;44� $ 4:78; p , 0:05�:
Further analyses revealed that % open entries and % open
time were significantly lower, while rear duration and %
protected head-dips were significantly higher, in vehicle-
treated maze-experienced mice compared with similarly
treated maze-naive counterparts. Furthermore, regardless
of drug treatment, % closed time and grooming were higher,

and head-dips lower, in maze-experienced mice compared
to maze-naive animals.

3.4. Experiment 4

Table 4 summarises the influence of trial 1 open arm
confinement on response to CDP (10 mg/kg) during trial
2. ANOVA revealed significant interactions for total entries,
open entries and % open time (allF�1;44� $ 4:93; p ,
0:05�; with Newman–Keuls analysis indicating that CDP
significantly increased total entries, open entries and %
open time only in the trial 1 confined condition. This differ-
ence in CDP efficacy as a function of trial 1 experience was
further highlighted by the observation that total entries,
open entries and % open time were significantly higher in
drug-treated, confined mice than in similarly treated mice
allowed to freely explore the maze on initial exposure.
ANOVA also revealed significant main effects of CDP for
closed entries and SAPs (bothF�1; 44� $ 7:20; p , 0:01�:
Whereas closed entries were significantly increased only in
trial 1 confined mice, SAPs were significantly reduced in
trial 2 regardless of prior maze experience. Main effects for
trial 1 experience were found for % open entries, % centre
time, supported rears (frequency and duration), % protected
head-dips and SAPs (total and % protected forms) (all
F�1;44� $ 4:15; p , 0:05�: Rearing duration and total
SAPs were significantly lower in control subjects that had
been confined to an open arm on trial 1 compared to those
allowed to freely explore the maze. However, all other
significant effects of prior experience were found between
CDP-treated mice. Thus, relative to saline control, % centre
time, % protected head-dips and % protected SAPs were
significantly reduced by CDP in trial 1 confined mice
only. In confirmation, these effects of CDP (plus a higher
level of % open time) were also significantly different from
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Table 5
The effects of chlordiazepoxide (10 mg/kg) on plus-maze behaviour in mice that had either been allowed free exploration of the maze on trial 1 or had been
confined to a closed arm�n� 12�

Trial 1� free exploration Trial 1� closed confinement

Vehicle CDP (10 mg/kg) Vehicle CDP (10 mg/kg)
Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM Mean^ SEM

Total entries 19.33̂ 1.54 24.33̂ 2.68 16.83̂ 3.53 28.42̂ 3.05
Open entries 7.33̂ 1.33 9.33̂ 2.59 6.08̂ 2.56 11.08̂ 2.51
Closed entries 12.00̂ 1.35 15.00̂ 1.96 10.75̂ 1.75 17.33̂ 2.34
% Open entries 37.62̂ 4.54 36.59̂ 7.09 30.07̂ 7.93 35.57̂ 6.84
% Open time 16.08̂ 2.61 21.41̂ 4.77 13.23̂ 4.28 15.54̂ 3.52
% Closed time 34.06̂ 4.27 28.16̂ 3.25 46.38̂ 6.15 32.93̂ 4.84
% Centre time 49.85̂ 3.45 50.43̂ 4.59 40.39̂ 3.14 51.53̂ 4.06
Rear frequency 11.50̂ 2.12 4.83̂ 1.45 7.08̂ 1.49 9.25̂ 3.25
Rear duration (s) 9.13̂ 2.33 3.21̂ 1.19 5.94̂ 1.54 6.35̂ 2.36
Head-dips 8.50̂ 1.89 6.17̂ 1.51 6.83̂ 2.58 10.92̂ 2.28
% Protected head-dips 86.52̂5.10 69.76̂ 9.59 87.54̂ 7.89 76.00̂ 9.57
SAPs 10.42̂ 1.79 8.92̂ 1.66 12.25̂ 1.16 5.67̂ 0.77
% Protected SAPs 92.29̂ 4.71 85.61̂ 7.03 92.60̂ 3.88 91.21̂ 3.75
Grooming (s) 11.31̂ 4.76 20.34̂ 3.88 24.68̂ 6.64 21.90̂ 3.94



those observed in animals allowed free exploration of the
maze on trial 1.

3.5. Experiment 5

The effects of confinement to a closed arm during trial 1
on response to CDP (10 mg/kg) during trial 2 are shown in
Table 5. ANOVA revealed a significant CDP× trial 1
experience interaction for rear frequency only�F�1;44� �
4:01; p , 0:05�: However, despite a CDP-induced reduc-
tion in this measure in mice given free exploration on trial 1,
Newman–Keuls analyses did not indicate any specific inter-
group differences. Main effects of trial 1 experience were
found for total entries, closed entries, % closed time and
SAPs (all F�1;44� $ 4:16; p , 0:05�: However, despite
trends towards CDP-induced increases in total entries and
closed entries, as well as reductions in % closed time and
total SAPs (especially in previously confined subjects), post
hoc analyses failed to identify significant group differences.
The absence of any significant main effects for CDP
confirmed that drug treatment had minimal activity in
mice given either prior experience of the entire maze or of
a closed arm only.

4. Discussion

Previous studies reporting an apparent loss of benzodia-
zepine efficacy in maze-experienced animals have generally
employed single-dose designs from which it is not strictly
possible to conclude that prior test experience renders
animals unresponsive to drug treatment. The first experi-
ment of the present series, therefore, directly compared
dose–response profiles for CDP (5–20 mg/kg) in maze-
naive and maze-experienced mice. The results obtained
clearly confirm the anxiolytic efficacy of CDP in test-
naive subjects (see Table 1). This action was most
pronounced at 20 mg/kg with increases in open entries %
open entries and % open time, and reductions in time centre,
total SAPs and the % protected forms of head-dipping and
SAPs. Similar, though somewhat weaker, effects were
observed at 10 mg/kg (increases in open entries and %
open entries; reductions in % protected head-dips).
Although some anxiolytic-like trends at 5 mg/kg, very few
statistically reliable effects were observed at this dose.
Importantly, despite significant increases in total arm entries
at 5–10 mg/kg (and some evidence of immobility at 20 mg/
kg), the absence of treatment effects on closed arm entries
(the best index of general locomotor activity in the plus-
maze: Refs. [8–10,13]) confirms that the anxiolytic profile
of CDP in test-naive animals was behaviourally selective.

In marked contrast to these findings, CDP failed to exert
significant anxiolytic effects in mice that had been pre-
exposed, undrugged, to the plus-maze 24 h earlier (Table
1). Although the present data agree well with previous
reports that the anxiolytic efficacy of benzodiazepines is
seriously compromised by prior maze experience (e.g.

Refs. [6,19,26,29,35,36]), they also suggest that this experi-
ence does not totally abolish behavioural responses to CDP.
Thus, despite the lack of effect on primary indices of anxi-
ety, CDP significantly reduced % closed arm time (10 mg/
kg) and total SAPs (20 mg/kg) in maze-experienced
subjects. While this pattern (together with non-significant
trends towards increased open arm activity) might suggest
an experientially induced shift to the right in the dose–
response curve for CDP, the induction of statistically signif-
icant immobility at 20 mg/kg would strongly argue against
the possibility of obtaining anxioselective effects at higher
doses. In this context, it is pertinent to note that Rodgers et
al. [26] found that while prior maze experience eliminated
anxiolytic responses to diazepam, it simultaneously
enhanced the suppressant effect of the drug on rearing.
Together, these findings imply that the altered response to
benzodiazepines in plus-maze-experienced mice cannot be
accounted for simply in terms of reduced sensitivity to the
drug. Rather, the overall pattern of results would suggest
that re-exposure to the maze elicits a fundamentally differ-
ent behavioural/emotional state against which benzodiaze-
pines are ineffective (cf. [11,26,35]).

However, in the present study, and despite the potent
influence of prior test experience on anxiolytic response to
CDP, no significant differences were observed in vehicle
control scores. While this finding is important in confirming
that the differential response to CDP cannot be explained by
experientially induced alterations in behavioural baseline
(e.g. locomotor habituation; [21]), it is clearly at odds
with many reports of anxiogenic-like alterations following
prior exposure to the plus-maze [3,4,11,20–31]. Of consid-
erable relevance in this context are reports that acute
systemic saline injection can increase plus-maze anxiety
(e.g. Refs. [45–47]). As the current experimental design
incorporated systemic injection prior to maze testing, an
injection effect per se may have precluded detection of an
experientially induced shift in behavioural baseline. In
support of this hypothesis, unpublished observations from
our laboratory have confirmed that pre-test i.p. saline injec-
tion specifically increases baseline anxiety in test-naive
mice. Logically, theabsenceof statistical differences in
behaviour between these animals and mice given prior
experience of the maze would itself imply an experientially
induced enhancement of anxiety; this inference was
confirmed by within-group comparisons across trials. A
similar statistical anomaly has been reported by Rodgers
and Shepherd [29], confirming that injection stress can
indeed serve to mask experientially induced shifts in plus-
maze behavioural baselines.

In view of evidence from Experiment 1 that 20 mg/kg
may represent a threshold dose for behaviourally non-selec-
tive effects of CDP under present test conditions (immobi-
lity data), the remaining studies of this series employed the
lower dose of 10 mg/kg. The results of Experiment 2 rein-
force the conclusion that prior maze experience does not
eliminate all behavioural effects of CDP in that significant
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increases in general locomotor activity (total entries/closed
entries; Table 2) were observed in mice given a previous
5 min undrugged exposure to the maze. However, the main
finding of this study was that extending the duration of
initial exposure to 10 min had little impact on baseline beha-
viour (apart from stimulating rearing) and failed to restore
the anxiolytic effects of CDP (10 mg/kg) on a second trial of
standard duration. Indeed, the only notable drug effect in
these mice was a significant increase in total arm entries.
This finding is consistent with a previous report [35], in
which rats were found to be unresponsive to the anxiolytic
effects of diazepam in a standard 5 min retest trial given
24 h after a 10 min trial 1, but contrasts with another
study from the same laboratory [34], in which diazepam’s
anti-anxiety activity was apparently reinstated by the same
manipulation of test parameters. Although the reason for the
latter discrepancy is unclear, several reports suggest that the
loss of benzodiazepine anxiolysis in rats previously exposed
to the maze may be prevented by extending the duration of
both trials to 10 min [35,40,41].

Consistent with these reports, the results of Experiment 3
�2 × 10 min� show that CDP (10 mg/kg) produced profound
and selective anxiolytic-like effects in both maze-naive and
maze-experienced mice (Table 3): in both groups, CDP
increased total entries, open entries, % open entries, head-
dipping while reducing % closed time and % protected
head-dipping. If anything, the effects of CDP were more
extensive in maze-experienced mice, with an additional
increase in % open time and reductions in rearing (duration)
and SAP (total and % protected). Although similar findings
in rats have been interpreted in terms of an extinction of
retest/phobic anxiety by longer duration exposure to the
maze [35], aspects of the current dataset cast serious
doubt upon this proposal. Thus, profile comparisons
between the two vehicle control groups in Experiment 3
revealed radical differences in behavioural baselines, with
maze-experienced subjects showing substantially lower
levels of % open entries, % open time and head-dipping,
together with significantly higher % closed time, rearing
(duration), % protected head-dipping and grooming. This
pattern is very similar to the anxiogenic-like shifts in base-
line behaviour previously seen with repeated plus-maze
exposures of 5 min duration [3,4,11,20–31]. Thus, in addi-
tion to the observation that plasma corticosterone levels are
substantially higher in rats after 2× 10 min plus-maze trials
than following 2× 5 min sessions [32], this retest shift in
behavioural baseline suggests that extended exposure may
actually heighten, rather than extinguish, anxiety.

Several lines of evidence support the hypothesis that
initial experience of the open arms is crucial for the loss
of benzodiazepine efficacy when rodents are subsequently
re-exposed to the plus-maze. Firstly, test-naive rats display
more freezing and defaecation but less exploration when
confined to an open arm of the maze [5], thereby confirming
that this experience is more stressful than confinement to a
closed arm. Secondly, entrapment of rats within an open

arm (but not a closed arm) on initial exposure has been
found to be critical for the loss of benzodiazepine efficacy
on retest [19]. However, in direct contrast to the latter obser-
vation, the results of Experiment 4 show that, while the
anxiolytic-like (but not all) effects of CDP were lost in a
standard retest paradigm (i.e. free exploration of both trials),
the drug actually retained its efficacy in mice that had been
confined to an open arm on trial 1. Thus, in the absence of a
major effect of prior open arm confinement on retest beha-
vioural baseline, CDP significantly increased open arm
activity measures and reduced SAPs, % centre platform
time and the % protected forms of head-dips and SAPs
(see Table 4). Although a concomitant increase in closed
arm entries might suggest that CDP produced a general
stimulation of behaviour (rather than a selective reduction
in anxiety), the observed increase in % open arm entries
confirms a preferential stimulation of open arm exploration.

The results of Experiment 4 clearly show that trial 1
confinement of mice to an open arm of the maze does not
compromise the anxiolytic efficacy of CDP on a 24 h retest.
While the discrepancy between this finding and that
reported for rats [19] raises the possibility of a species
difference in the key experiential determinants of CDP
responsivity in maze-experienced animals, such an explana-
tion is undermined by the observation that open arm
confinement for 3× 30 min failed to prevent significant
reductions in open arm activity when rats were subsequently
allowed to freely explore the whole apparatus [4]. Of more
direct relevance in context is a report wherein 20 min open
arm confinement immediately prior to testing did not alter
the anxiolytic efficacy of CDP in rats, similar confinement to
a closed arm resulted in a marked attenuation of the drug’s
anxiolytic action [16]. While this finding appears diametri-
cally opposed to that of File et al. [19], potentially important
methodological differences should be noted in relation to
the interval between open arm confinement and drug testing
(immediate vs. 24 h). However, in a more typical 24 h retest
paradigm, the results of Experiment 5 seem to confirm the
crucial importance of prior closed arm experience for the
subsequent loss of CDP anxiolysis. Thus, in marked contrast
to effects observed in the preceding study, no differences in
baseline behaviour or pharmacological (non) response were
observed between mice subjected to a standard (free
exploratory) retest paradigm and those confined to a closed
arm during initial exposure (Table 5). While this finding,
and that of Falter et al. [16], appear somewhat perverse
(especially, the evidence cited already that animals exhibit
a stronger emotional response to open arms of the maze), it
is consistent with some earlier observations. For example,
repeated exposure of rats to a Y-maze with three enclosed
arms, but not three open arms, has been reported to reduce
exploration on retest [48]. Although this experientially
induced reduction in exploration could conceivably result
from either an increase or decrease in anxiety [49,50], a later
study by Copland and Balfour [51] would favour the former
interpretation. These authors found that, while plasma
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corticosterone levels were increased following a 15 min
exposure to a plus-maze comprising either four open arms
or four closed arms, repeated exposure (25 daily tests)
resulted in an habituation of the corticosterone response to
the former but not the latter type of maze. Thus, previous
work from our laboratory [33] and elsewhere [32], that has
shown a lack of habituation of the plasma corticosterone
response to repeat testing in a conventional plus-maze appa-
ratus may, somewhat paradoxically, be related to experience
of the closed arms. Such a conclusion would not be incon-
sistent with the marked increase in closed arm time
frequently observed in maze-experienced subjects (e.g.
Refs. [27,28]; Experiments 1 and 3).

In conclusion, the results of the present series of experi-
ments indicate that (1) in a standard retest paradigm, the
effect of prior maze experience is best characterised as an
abolition of the anxiolytic efficacy of CDP rather than
merely a reduction in the drug sensitivity, (2) injection
stress may mask the effects of maze experience per se, espe-
cially in independent-group designs, (3) while increasing
the duration of both the trials (but not trial 1 alone) reinstates
CDP anxiolysis, anxiogenic-like shifts in behavioural base-
line are logically incompatible with the ‘phobia extinction’
explanation for this effect, and (4) prior experience of the
whole apparatus, or the closed arms alone is associated with
the absence of an anxiolytic response to CDP on retest.
Together, the present findings suggest that, on initial expo-
sure to maze, animals are acquiring information about the
entire spatial layout (not just the location of the more aver-
sive open arms) and that subsequent responses are guided
largely by an awareness of the location of relative safety
(i.e. the closed arms). As previous research has shown that
such learning occurs very early during initial exposure (e.g.
Refs. [11,28]), one possibility is that benzodiazepines
disrupt the acquisition (naive), but not the subsequent
expression (experienced), of such emotional learning. In
this context, it is very pertinent to note that chlordiazepox-
ide and diazepam dose-dependently attenuate the within-
trial reduction in open arm activity typically seen in
maze-naive rats [31], while the retest loss of CDP efficacy
can be prevented by the administration of a high (amnestic)
dose of CDP prior to trial 1 [19]. In view of the potential
implications for plus-maze research generally, further work
along these lines is clearly warranted.
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